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The work of Portuguese artist Bruno Pacheco (1974) is characterised 
by a specific ambiguity towards the field of representation. Despite 
of its mostly figurative nature, his paintings and drawings, disclose an 
anonymity characteristic to its subjects, may these be human figures, 
or random objects. Known best for the representation of groups, 
crowds or on the contrary, isolated figures that are moving through 
unidentified landscapes or are immersed in activities that remain 
undisclosed to the viewer, his works frequently generate a subtle 
sense of anxiety and melancholy. Denying the spectator access to 
the narrative of the painting, may it be through the position of its 
protagonists, who are frequently with their backs to the spectator, or 
through their involvement in an unspoken activity, – also known as 
the state of absorption -, Pacheco generates a desire for involvement.  
By his physical relation to the work and anxious gaze, the spectator 
becomes a protagonist of Pacheco’s paintings, actively participating 
in the blurring of the boundaries between the works interior and 
exterior. Inanimate objects in Pacheco’s work are then characterised 
by their bulkiness and partial de-contextualisation, which gives these 
works a new life, while abstracting them further away from reality.

Bruno Pacheco is currently based between London and Lisbon. 
His work has been exhibited at the 31st São Paulo Biennia, Sarjah 
Biennale, Culturgest (Lisbon), Van Abbemuseum (Eidenhoven), 
Serralves Museum of Contemporary Art (Porto), Whitechapel Gallery 
(London) among other. His works is part of the Fundação Calouste 
Gulbenkian – CAM (Lisbon), Fundação de Serralves (Porto), Kadist 
Art Fioundation (Paris), The UBS Art Collection (London), Van Abbe 
Museum (Eidenhoven), Sharjan Arts Foundation collection and the 
MCA – Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago collection, among other.

The Removal, 2018
oil on canvas
230 × 220 cm
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regato, 2021
oil on canvas
180 × 170 cm
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torso, 2021
oil on canvas
230 × 160 cm
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num piscar de olhos, 2021
oil on canvas
210 × 250 cm
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One, 2020
oil on canvas
190 × 230 cm
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One and many, 2020
oil on canvas
220 × 120 cm
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Match, 2020
oil on paper
76 × 56 cm

One, 2020
oil on paper
56 × 76 cm
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One (Strike), 2020 
oil on paper
56 × 76 cm
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Boletus (2), 2019
oil on paper
56 × 76 cm

Boletus (1), 2019
oil on paper
56 × 76 cm
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Cameo, 2017
oil on canvas
100 × 75 cm

Torso (Cameo), 2017-2018
oil on canvas
230 × 130 cm
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Removal (1), 2018-2019
acrylic on paper
76 × 56 cm

Removal (4), 2018-2019
oil on paper
76 × 56 cm

Removal (3), 2018-2019
oil on paper
76 × 56 cm

Removal (2), 2018-2019
oil on paper
76 × 56 cm
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The Return, 2017–2018
 oil on canvas
 230 × 190 cm
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Removal, 2017
oil on canvas

230 × 140 cm
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Bruno Pacheco: Vaivém
Contemporânea, 2018
Carlos Vidal

Estar ou participar (palavra neste caso muitíssimo ajustada!) numa 
exposição de Bruno Pacheco requer sempre uma duplicidade, pelo 
menos, de situações ou apreensões, ou melhor ainda, diversas tarefas 
para o espectador: o prosaísmo dos referentes ou cenas (tanto mais 
intenso quanto mais repetitivo, e de série para série há elementos 
comuns, corpos humanos, baleias — cetáceos que são mais “ordens” 
pictóricas do que animais —, rochas, caixas…..), este prosaísmo, 
como nos “repetitivos” temas de Velázquez (quantos retratos reais 
pintou?), faz-nos pensar acima de tudo na pintura e suas ordens de 
gestos, fazer manual (a mão que por vezes aqui aparece, embora sem 
parecença, antes massa informe de cor) e em seus desdobramentos 
— conceito central — cromáticos e figurais.

Entretanto, antes de desenvolver o tema, pode dizer-se que se é 
de Clement Greengerg a ideia de que “não há progresso em arte” 
(e Bruno partilha esta ideia, a seu modo), o autor desta muito bem 
intitulada exposição — Vaivém — já não partilhará com o americano 
a necessidade de só existir pintura em via ou no campo da sua 
autorreflexividade.

Ora, em dois textos seminais Greenberg vai expor este imperioso 
“essencialismo”, que o apartará de discípulos ligados à historicização 
da arte da pintura, como Michael Fried (que dirá que cada época 
pictórica dará as respostas correspondentes às suas perguntas 
também epocais) e Rosalind Krauss (que valorizará a vanguarda, em 
moldes diferentes dos do seu “mestre”): esses textos são Avant-garde 
and kitsch (1939), importante análise histórica de um tempo crítico
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(início da Guerra); aqui Greenberg vê a necessidade do artista se 
desviar da política social e ligar-se à boémia (prolongando quiçá 
Baudelaire), pois esta é uma fuga ao capitalismo mercantilista posterior 
ao colapso do mecenato aristocrático — daí uma certa relação entre 
vanguarda e niilismo (o que Dada e futurismo bem encarnam). Ou seja, 
há uma certa forma de a arte se preservar da “decadência” (palavra 
que o Bruno também utiliza), isolando-se dos ideais e requerimentos 
tanto burgueses quanto revolucionários. Há ainda uma determinada 
demiurgia não-objectiva (e talvez seja tal princípio que leva o autor 
a não incluir aqui os seus retratos narrativos de “grupos”) que assim 
Greenberg descreve, contra o mutante futuro e os seus discípulos 
previsivelmente “desobedientes”: “O conteúdo deve tanto dissolver-
se na forma que a obra de arte ou literária não pode reduzir-se, nem 
no todo nem em parte, em outra coisa que não ela mesma”.

Tudo isto será repetido em Modernist Painting (1960, portanto mais de 
20 anos de “firmeza” neste ponto), mas aqui sob o signo de Kant. Diz 
Greenberg que toda a arte deve ser autónoma e que Kant foi o primeiro 
moderno. De facto, na Fundamentação da Metafísica dos Costumes, 
a “autonomia” é a vontade autónoma de a si mesmo conceder as suas 
leis, sem as reger pela perfeição divina, por exemplo. Aqui, portanto 
e como é sabido, Greenberg responderá, ou “colaborará” com Kant 
dizendo que toda a arte deve encontrar o fio da sua especificidade: 
à literatura o que é da literatura, à pintura o que é da pintura. Mas o 
que é de uma e de outra? Quem o determina? O autor? E quando é 
o autor aquele que diz que a sua arte o ultrapassa? Ele, aí, tem de a 
deixar agir, à sua arte, ou seja, à sua disciplina artística. E se ela o 
ultrapassa, se ela tem “vontade própria”, é porque age por sucessivos 
desdobramentos imprevisíveis, irónicos (como diria Bataille, o homo 
ludens está acima do homo sapiens), mas num jogo de cálculo infinito. 
Intercambiável.

Ora neste Vaivém Greenberg está totalmente arredado: Bruno Pacheco 
mostra a sua pintura, e algumas obras estão na base de trabalhos 
em progresso e outras datam de 2006/2007, em livros: dir-se-ia que 
Mallarmé substitui Greenberg, e a arquitectura (quase) substitui a 
pintura. Com efeito, à maneira de Mallarmé (e devemos encadear 
estas interpretações como o Bruno encadeia as suas formas), un 
coup de dés jamais n’abolira le hasard. Exactamente: o acaso não 
abole o acaso. E agora descreveremos detalhadamente a exposição, 
a sua presentificação e o modo como a pintura passa da vertical do 

“cubo branco” (e da tela na parede silenciosa) para a horizontal do 
livro, que nada diz mas comunica. E se comunica é porque a forma 
não é todo o conteúdo, mas uma sucessão de possibilidades.

Exhibition view Vaivém at Galeria Quadrum, Lisbon, 2018
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Temos então duas filas ligadas e paralelas de mesas verdes, 
onduladamente: ligadas, mas uma sobe, outra desce em suaves 
declives. Tudo foi pensado e desenhado com suficiente antecipação; 
todas as mesas são ocupadas e os 35 livros (todos com os respectivos 
títulos) têm em média, ora mais ora menos cerca de 14 pinturas sobre 
papel; cada livro é lido pelo espectador. A vista geral da exposição 
revela contrastes entre pinturas e entre pinturas, livros, textos (títulos), 
e mesas verdes — a aparente neutralidade deste jogo (o “ludens”) 
perturba-nos e obriga-nos a averiguar a situação, portanto, vistoriar 
livro a livro.

Os contrastes são estes, entre elementos aparentemente díspares (que 
uma visão atenta tudo liga), não são os contrastes que eu chamaria de 
impactantes das pinturas de “grupos” (os exércitos de palhaços ou os 
Meeting Point de 2011-2012). O “grupo” é referencialmente identificável 
com facilidade, digamos, homogeneíza as singularidades que muitas 
vezes se perdem, pois pictorialmente se desagregam. Mas o retrato 
de “grupo” não poderia estar aqui presente, de facto, pois o que está 
presente é o mesmo grupo, só que matericamente diferente: o grupo 
dos livros, a sua instalação (palavra a usar com algum cuidado). Ora, 
a instalação como nova forma pictórica é descartada pelo autor que, 
muito certeiramente, dirá que a pintura de hoje é muito semelhante 
à pintura renascentista, a Giorgione! Curioso, muito curioso, ou 
coincidência a sublinhar.

Ora o Giorgione do Bruno é o Giorgione de Federico Zuccari tratadista, 
L’idea de’ pittori, scultori et architetti (Parte 1 e Parte 2, 1607). E porquê 
Zuccari e Giorgione. Porque lucidamente Zuccari recusou a revolução 
na sua arte! Conta-se que um dia romano estava Caravaggio, símbolo 
da revolução na arte da pintura, na Igreja de S. Luís dos Franceses 

Exhibition view Vaivém at Galeria Quadrum, Lisbon, 2018
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trabalhando nas telas dedicadas a S. Mateus (1600). Obras 
espantosamente inéditas, menos para Zuccari. O mestre é chamado 
para contemplar os “caravaggios” e responde: nada aqui vejo que já 
não vira em Giorgione. Não é importante saber se foi blague ou não, 
mas Zuccari sabia que a pintura (ou melhor, a sua proveniência: o 
desenho) ora era natural, ora artificial e poética, ora fantástica. E era 
tudo.

Tudo o que aqui o Bruno repõe. A variedade destas figurações constrói 
uma secreta “auto-retrospectiva”. Tudo o que o autor fez, pensou 
e “como fez” desde 2011-2012, ou 2006, está aqui apresentado. No 
livro Love for nature uma pintura de uma pedra é sucedida por uma 
roda (o círculo) dançante de figuras; se a pedra agrega (singularidade) 
as pessoas estão em estádio de desagregação, e talvez a mediação 
possa ser mesmo um OVNI que aparece e desaparece, desafiando a 
relação figura-fundo, como acontece noutros livros com corpos nus 
sem densidade matérica.

Em Cameo este ou estes corpos, que vemos em vários livros (e a 
repetição e troca passa por aqui, como forma e narrativa subvertida), 
gera um fato de surf que pode ser seguido, ou gerar, cogumelos. 
Há nestas sequências, e isso é o que faz delas seres ou realidades 
inéditas, improvisação, rigor, ludicidade e, talvez acima de tudo, 
inevitabilidade. Assim, estes livros são desdobramentos ou variantes 
subjectivas, sendo que por vezes o “monotema” aparece, em Folding 
Box por exemplo: a mesma caixa gera formas indefinidamente, cada 
dobra é forma e estrutura e cada estrutura liga-se a uma sombra 
colorida. Monotemático, ou seja, de forma repetida centralizada, é 
também o livro Cacto, onde um cacto (de detalhes subtraídos, ou 

“não incluídos”, diz o autor) se vê rodeado por um mundo de toques e 

gestos que geram a paisagem em torno, sempre diferente de pintura 
para pintura.

Os afectos da violeta são um exercício cromático assaz importante: 
esta cor expressa a noite, presta-se para tal como poucas outras 
cores, por isso um mocho é pintado mas, como as cores também 
são subjectivas e as várias camadas nem tudo “dizem”, o mocho e a 
noite podem ser acompanhadas de umas laranjeiras e um bouquet de 
flores. Revelation relaciona OVNIS e dolmens, porque de uma coisa e 
de outra pouco sabemos.

Como da pintura, pois o “homo ludens” é assertivo na sua dimensão 
improdutiva. Sabemos que a pintura é um jogo aberto mas não 
imprevisível. Mas é um jogo. E isso basta.

Exhibition view Vaivém at Galeria Quadrum, Lisbon, 2018
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Sissiphilous, 2017
oil on canvas
145 × 165  cm

Bouquet, 2017
oil on canvas
165 × 135 cm
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Sunday, 2016
acrylic on paper
76 × 56 cm 

Birds and fooliage, 2016
acrylic on paper
38 × 56 cm
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Birds and fooliage, 2016 
acrylic on paper
153 × 122 cm
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Red was the tone, 2016
acrylic on paper
105,5 × 114 cm
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Meeting Point, 2011-2016
oil on canvas
185 × 355 cm



Red was the tone, 2016
oil on canvas
170 × 170 cm
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Red was the tone, 2014-2015
oil on canvas
180 × 170 cm
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Meeting Point, 2014
oil on canvas
175 × 390 cm
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Mountain Flag Group, 2014-2015
oil on canvas
215 × 260 cm
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Untitled (Belén), 2014-2015
oil on canvas
100 × 70 cm
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Exhibition view How to (...)Things that Don’t Exist at 31st Biennial de São Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 2014
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Camel Perhaps, 2014
oil on canvas 
190 × 130 cm

Bruno Pacheco
Vitamin P3: New Perspectives in Painting, October 2016 
Omar Kholeif

Bruno Pacheco is a painter whose work is deeply invested in both the 
formal and political histories of painting. Subject matters range from 
examinations of the banal to the sublime, from a single object to an 
assembly of bodies, as well as nature as a field of study. Pachecho 
often returns again and again to a singular subject to produce multiple 
interpretations of, say, birds and foliage or waste paper in different colour 
schemes. Look closely at each image, however, and there is a simple shift, 
a minor glitch or alteration to the formal composition of the picture. This 
laborious act of recurrence speaks to painting’s potential reproducibility 
as a medium; in its latency, the series perhaps suggests how painting 
can operate in a documentary arena not unlike photography. 

This characteristic examination of a particular subject was elaborated 
in an exhibition at Filomena Soares Gallery in Lisbon in 2013 where the 
artist presented A policeman, a line and a plinth (2013), a single image of 
a policeman painstakingly repeated again and again. In this case, each 
image appeared identical, as if reproduced from a single source. Yet each 
one was ever so slightly altered, the viewer having to carefully deduce 
the irregularities. 

This repetitive act speaks not only of the precision and imprecision of 
painting as a practice, but also the painstaking attempts that the artist 
has undertaken to realize this performatice gesture of making subtle 
interventions, barely discernible to the eye. 

Pacheco’s subjects are gleaned from multiple sources: from personal 
photographs and the Internet, or created en plein air.  
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Leftovers, 2014
oil on canvas
46 × 66 cm

Leftovers, 2014
oil on canvas
56 × 66 cm

The artist will often start by pooling constellations of cut-out-
images on a wall; he then begins his painterly processes on a small 
scale, reproducing an image several times until he arrives at the 
correct colour combination. Next he transfers these studies to large 
canvases, which subsume the rooms that they occupy. These images 
are not passive; each painting cuts through space: its subjects 
become characters in the rooms they inhabit. For the 2014 São Paolo 
Biennale, Pacheco presented a series entitled ‘Meeting Point’ (2011-
2014), where collective bodies gather in open landscapes. 

The narrative is ambiguous: are these people protesters, fans at a 
music festival or refugees hoping to find asylum? In other paintings, 
Pacheco is drawn to the anthropomorphic relationship between 
animals and humans, such as the waggish Camel Perphaps (2014). 
Here two figures (somewhat awkwardly) pose as a camel, or, if we are 
to play Pachecho’s representational game, become the camel. In his 
characteristically hazy, often dusty palette, Pacheco’s approach is to 
acknowledge and explore the amorphous history of the canvas: the 
results are ebullient and mysterious wonders unto themselves. 
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Foliage and Four Figures, 2013
oil on canvas
100 × 140 cm 
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White Poppies (Meeting Point), 2012-2013
oil on canvas
265 × 155 cm
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Mountain flag, 2013
oil on canvas
155 × 300 cm
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Cactus, Mountain and a Cloud, 2011
acrylic on paper
41,5 × 29,5 cm

Cactus, Mountain and a Cloud, 2011
acrylic on paper
56 × 76 cm
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Deceptive Engagement
Bruno Pacheco: Mar e Campo em três momentos, 2012 
Ulrich Loock

A couple of young people, equipped for a day outdoors, wearing short-
sleeved T-shirts and long trousers, carrying a backpack, are seen from 
the back walking towards a crowd of peers who are facing the other way, 
in their direction, without however gazing at the new arrivals nor at the 
beholder in front of the painting, but rather up towards something that 
is not depicted and impossible to divine. A crowd of people, their arms 
raised, some of them waving white flags and the rainbow-coloured flag 
of the Peace Movement, are crossing the painting’s foreground from 
right to left while the background is occupied by a similar group of young- 
sters – neither is the relation between the two crowds completely clear 
(except that they belong together), nor the purpose and destination of 
their march. A similar crowd of adolescents, loosely scattered about a 
piece of grassland, is walking in the direction of the spectator, ready to 
pass him or her to our left while completely ignoring us. Another such 
crowd is moving away from the spectator in a quite resolute manner 
towards an unrevealed goal further away. A group of eight grownups 
is standing together on a piece of open land, some with sheets of A4-
paper in their hands, one of them using it to shade her eyes. They are 
engaged in a discussion that is evidently not irrelevant to them, but also 
not that gripping. A group of hikers pausing on a ridge overlooking a 
barely distinguishable plain are looking intently into the distance – are 
they gazing at the ground spread out below them, or at the monotonous 
sky? What do they see? Another such group standing on a beach with 
a stretch of sea and a distinctive mountain behind them is directing its 
binoculars and cameras at the one and the same undisclosed sight to 
the right of the onlooker in front of the painting, outside its borders. The 
members of another group of people are sitting or kneeling on the seams

Exhibition view Mar e Campo em três momentos, (segundo)

at Casa das Histórias Paula Rego, Lisbon,  2012
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Não Vá o Vento Levar, 2011
wood, cobble stone, offset prints
40 × 120 × 100 cm

Untitled (Cactus II), 2011-2012
acrylic on wood, perspex box, cactus
34 × 120 × 78 cm
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of a rectangular piece of white fabric that 
is spread out on the floor of an unspecified 
outdoor location. Their heads are lowered, 
they are concentrating on some common 
concern (perhaps they are praying), while 
a man has lifted his hand in a gesture 
indicating speech or explanation. Finally 
several hikers are standing round one of their 
group who is squatting next to something 
spread out on the ground, probably a map, 
as if they were all busy searching for their 
way. 

A number of characteristics unite these 
images: the depiction of a group of people 
or an easily surveyable crowd, not a mass 
comprising countless individuals; their 
location at an unspecified place outdoors; 
their involvement in an activity that is 
closer to leisure than to work, but demands 
fairly concentrated attention and affords 
them with a common focus on something 
that remains unknown to the spectator of 
Pacheco’s paintings. The most important 
shared feature resides in the fact that 
each group is immersed in the activity 
of gazing or looking, with or without the 
assistance of the appropriate devices, of 
listening or walking while being depicted 
as utterly unaware of anyone in front of 

the painting. The American art critic and 
historian Michael Fried has referred to 
this condition – in which people or objects 
are shown without displaying any signs of 
acknowledging the presence of an observer 

– as a state of absorption. He distinguishes 
this specific state from the theatricality 
of a situation that is staged by the artist 
so as to demand viewer participation – as 
for instance with the figures in a Baroque 
painting gesturing towards the onlooker or 
all recent art projects that are designed to 
‘activate’ the exhibition-goer. Fried’s main 
paradigm for theatricality is minimal or, as 
he calls it, literalist art that integrates the 
spatial situation of which the viewer is part.
A pictorial state of absorption on the other 
hand promotes an oubli de soi, the total 
separation of the image world from the 
surrounding reality, which the spectator is 
invited to observe while at the same time 
being excluded from it. Everything that 
matters to the work is contained within it; it 
is complete in itself and thus instilled with 
‘presentness’.  Fried opposes ‘presentness’ 
to ‘presence’, a condition of being-there that 
is nothing but one passing state in an infinite 
flow of time between past and future. Anti-
theatricality or absorption are the means 
to provide an artwork’s distinction from all 

other things, to guarantee art’s autonomy 
and ultimately the existence of art itself.

The way Pacheco’s depictions are organized 
so as to ignore the presence of a spectator 
looking at them, makes them appear 
like schoolbook examples of absorptive 
representation. The people in the pictures 
are concerned with something that holds 
their mutual attention; there is no way for 
them to divert that attention and refocus 
it on the onlooker. In addition to these 
paintings of crowds, the works on paper re-
veal numerous instances of single figures 
in absorbed poses, especially a broad 
range of people seen from the back or in 
lost profile, painted in different modes of 
translucency and colour shift. It is precisely 
this sense of un-self-conscious immersion 
transmitted by such paintings that arrests 
the viewer and attracts his or her own gaze 
to the painting. It might even be supposed 
that the viewer is drawn to the painting to 
the same degree that he or she is excluded 
from it. Within the economy of bestowing 
and withholding attention, it is curious 
and disturbing however that the people in 
Pacheco’s paintings focus on something 
explicitly outside of themselves, in several 
cases even far removed. The commanding 
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cases even far removed. The commanding 
force, the object or goal that holds them 
captive as individuals and unites them 
in groups or crowds, is not revealed; the 
spectator in front of the painting has no 
way of guessing what is motivating the 
people in the different pictures, what the 
hikers are looking at, where the marchers 
are aiming for. In this way the depicted 
state of absorption appears imbued with a 
sense of incomprehensible urgency, verging 
on uncontrollable obsession. The oubli de 
soi is represent- ed as a loss of the capacity 
to be one’s own master. This extraordinary 
effect is staged in precarious contrast 
to the average appearance of the elderly 
hikers, the members of a peaceful youth 
movement or participants in a professional 
ad hoc meeting in the country.

The focus of attention provided by the 
paintings is either a blank area that empties 
the centre of the picture, or is located 
somewhere beyond its margins. The 
spectator does not see what is there for the 
people in the paintings to see. Looking at the 
paintings the beholder is confronted rather 
with a blind spot in his or her vision. Which 
means the absorptive completeness of the 
painting is compromised; it is pierced by 
the voided depiction in its middle and flows 

out there where movements and gazes are 
directed beyond the bounds of the picture 
plane. We are now arriving at one of the 
characteristics of Pacheco’s pictorial work: 
while adopting the mode of absorptive 
representation he subverts the painting’s 
completeness and, to use Fried’s concept, 
presentness – not in order to connect it 
back to the spectator’s reality, but so as to 
extend it towards an altogether different 
reality that is simultaneously specific and 
ungraspable. In other words, this painting 
eludes the alternative of absorption and 
theatricality, of modernist containment and 
post-modernist contextuality, and induces 
a state of deceptive engagement: attracted 
by the crowds’ sense of focus, the spectator 
is not awarded an experience of pictorial 
self-sufficiency but instilled with a feeling 
of concern about the inaccessibility of the 
object of their attention.

As if to react to this frustration, Pacheco 
has made a few paintings where an object 

– one is tempted to say the missing object 
that attracts attention and com- mands 
communal action in the pictures of crowds – 
occupies the painting. Such objects include 
a large ball made of unidentifiable material, 
strange heaps on a flat deserted stretch of 
land casting otherworldly shadows, a tent 

illuminated from the inside and glowing in 
the dark or, most impressively, the huge, 
almost formless mass of a stranded whale. 
Largeness and bulging simplicity paired 
with an almost complete absence of detail 
determine these items. A transitional 
painting showing a brownish, decoloured 
bush placed in the centre of the painting 
and approached by several hobby scientists 
clad in ill-fitting outdoor clothes confirms 
this notion of something-to-be-seen revers- 
ing the previous invisibility of the centre 
of attraction. But this reversal does not 
curb the viewer’s deceptive engagement, it 
does not explain the hitherto inexplicable 
attraction to an unknown cause. Rather 
it augments and specifies the viewer’s 
feeling of urgency by a strange sense of 
bewilderment.

While supporting a state of obsessive 
absorption, the displacement as well as 
replacement of the object of attention 
allows the spectator to sweep their eyes 
across the whole extension of the picture 
plane; the depiction is organized in various 
ways to foster the lateral movement of the 
gaze, partially ignoring the objects’ mimetic 
functions. In a choreography of gestures, 
the limbs of hardly distinguishable people 
who make up the crowd of peace-marchers 
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echo one another across the boundaries of 
individual bodies, or the people standing 
in a circle to discuss an unknown topic 
form three clusters of bodies that occupy 
in a fairly regular way three adjoining 
zones of the picture plane. This prompting 
of a lateral gaze is even more explicit in a 
body of work from 2006 depicting crowds 
of people posing for a group photo: three 
rows of nudists standing in the shallow 
water close to the shoreline, the ones in 
front deeper in the water, the ones in the 
back higher up on the beach; tourists in 
a cave gesturing in order to communicate 
with the future viewer of the photograph, 
presumably first of all themselves; girls not 
only wearing the uniform of an association, 
but also a uniform smile and hairdo, and in 
another painting their male counterparts; a 
frontal row of paintball practitioners in their 
fatigues or the members of the Red Hat 
Society integrated in an ornamental array 
of bodies. Obviously each one of these 
groups has only one reason to congregate 
the way they do: to expose themselves to 
the camera and have their picture taken in 
a way that confirms their collective identity. 
This attitude towards the photographer and 
thus towards an imagined viewer could 
hardly be more remote from the state 
of absorption in Pacheco’s more recent 

pictures of crowds. And yet the particu- 
lar disposition of the people in the image 
deflects the viewer’s gaze from confronting 
the depicted individuals and turns it in a 
lateral movement across the picture plane: 
an obstinate symmetry attending the 
multiple repetition of white sleeves which 
introduces a forceful scansion in the overall 
darkness of one arrangement, the merging 
of fatigues with a background of foliage, the 
composition of red hats and blue/purple 
dresses performing a visual ballet of push-
and-pull, and even the curious juxtaposition 
of unerotic naked bodies. In each of these 
group portraits an aesthetic arrangement 
is implemented to prompt the viewer to 
scan a laterally expanding composition that 
eludes any reciprocal (perspectival) viewing 
relation.

In order to divert the viewer’s gaze away from 
the painting’s figurative character and any 
features that might be understood as being 
directed towards him or her, Pacheco’s wilful 
decision for a particular colour scheme 
in each painting is no less important than 
the autonomous organization of pictorial 
elements across the picture plane. At this 
point Pacheco’s use of photographs as 
almost his sole source material for the 
paintings needs to be considered. While 

Gerhard Richter has stated that it was the 
goal of his so-called photo paintings to 
make a photograph out of paint- ing and 
Marlene Dumas strives to make her figures 
‘less dead’ by painting a photograph, the 
painting and the photograph in Pacheco’s 
work do not seem to be related to each 
other along the lines of a transformational 
process. Metaphorically speaking he 
doesn’t ‘paint’ a photograph, but ‘colours’ 
it. Painting a picture has been turned into 
the secondary application of a coat of paint 
that consequently can be changed at liberty. 
Numerous variants of one and the same 
picture in different dominant colours (often 
works in acrylics on paper) bear witness 
to the dissociation of the picture and its 
painterly implementation. In Pacheco’s 
case, photographs are taken as a pretext 
for painting in order to deal an incisive 
blow to the modernist quest for the unity 
of form and content. Actually the pictorial 
manifestation, less than fullcoloured and 
executed in fairly mechanized brushstrokes, 
creates the impression of a translucent 
veil covering and obscuring the picture. 
Thus abstraction in Pacheco’s painting is 
not a paradigm opposing the paradigm 
of representation. Anything that appears 
abstract in these works is a representation 
of a different sort, akin to representation in 
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the sense that the latter by definition includes elements of 
abstraction in relation to a pre-existing model.

Pacheco shows himself to be fully aware of the dissociative nature 
of his painting. A number of the works can be regarded (among other 
things) as making the drive to disintegrate the painting quite explicit. 
Images of clowns in their appropriate apparel and with painted faces 
demonstrate the power of profound defiguration residing in a layer 
of colours, and a painting featuring colourful confetti and pennons 
in front of a dark build- ing emphasizes the disconnection of colours 
from their figurative support.

The work appears as an ongoing oscillation between efforts to 
reconfirm painting’s autonomous completeness and its dissolution 
into an agglomeration of coloured things. In at least in one instance 

the extremes of both options have been touched upon within the 
same iconographical framework. Various absorptive representations 
of marching crowds feature the rainbow-coloured flag of the Peace 
Movement, fully integrated in the respective painting’s rendering. 
On the other hand the seven colours of the flag have also been 
individually applied to the same number of boards leaning against the 
wall, ordered in increasing size and reproducing the actual sequence 
of the rainbow colours. The clear-cut separation of the individual 
colours according to a pre-established code and the association of 
each one with a particular material support that shares the space 
with the viewer on equal footing is repeated in the form of seven 
stacks of paper on a pallet, each presenting one of the colours – 
whereby the homophony of the freight pallet and the painter’s 
palette is probably not totally fortuitous. Additional works affirm 
the objectification of the spectral colours and the opposition of that 
practice to the creation of absorptive painting. The introduction of 
individually contained colours in the exhibition space – underlined 
by the proximity of a wooden art transport box bearing the stencilled 
word ‘FRAGILE’ and corresponding pictograms – is extended by a 
number of objects that each relate to the studio activity of painting 
without being able, however, to be considered paintings in the 
common sense: the plywood reproduction of a skip, completely 
covered inside with paint drops in all colours; plastic paint containers 
stacked to form a mock Endless Column for use as a studio ashtray; 
a large ball made of pieces of discarded canvas turned inside out; 
even a collection of cacti that may have been located at the studio 
before being introduced to the exhibition space, etc. All these works 
are derived from things and objects that relate to the painterly 
practice – only the exhibition context however confers them the 
status of artworks and under this condition alone are they fit to enter 
the same space of consideration as the absorptive paintings. Within 

Exhibition view Mar e Campo em três momentos, (primeiro) at Casa das 
Histórias Paula Rego, Lisbon, 2012
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absorptive paintings. Within this space, the diverse exhibits reveal 
the multitude of differences between a number of coloured objects 
and a painterly body of work.

As elements of an oeuvre that stages the drama of painting oscillating 
between ‘art and objecthood’, to refer to Michael Fried’s notorious 
antithesis, Pacheco’s works may at the same time assume an allegorical 
function. For him painting is as strange, fascinating and confusing 
as the huge, near-formless mass of a dead whale encountered at 
an unspecified place between the land and the sea; it is as phan- 
tasmatic as the blind spot in vision; it is as promis- ing as the colours 
of the rainbow pointing to a pot of gold. All such possible meanings of 
painting are summoned, implemented and revoked, through the actual 
making of individual works. They are nei- ther stated nor criticized 
(the allegorical is nothing but one possible reading of the works). Due 
to its recent history, painting has turned into an open field embracing 
diverging options which, at the time of essentialist definitions, were 
variously deemed to be included in and excluded from the realm of 
art. Pacheco criss-crosses an open field in all directions so as to pick 
up what painting has to offer – everything from coloured things to 
manifestations of pictorial autonomy, interconnected within a context 
of differences. This journey is Pacheco’s ‘miracle search’, to quote 
one of his own titles. The miracle is not one extraordinary event but 
a realm of possibilities that is laid out and is as full of promise as the 
absorptive representation of one of the paintings.

Exhibition view Mar e Campo em três momentos, (primeiro) at Casa das 
Histórias Paula Rego, Lisbon, 2012
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Meeting Point, 2011
oil on canvas
220 × 420 cm
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Three Stripes and a Cloud (Magenta), 2011
oil on canvas
220 × 165 cm
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Circle Group, 2011
oil on canvas
165 × 220 cm
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Seven Figures with a White Mantel, 2011
oil on canvas
140 × 180 cm
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Orange Tree, 2010
oil on canvas
180 × 145 cm

Orange Tree, 2010
oil on canvas
180 × 145 cm

Orange Tree, 2010
oil on canvas
180 × 145 cm
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Untitled (Buckets), 2009
concrete, plastic buckets, acrylic paint 
17,5 × 140 × 74,5 cm

Untitled (pedestal), 2009-2010
Iron
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Shoreline, 2009
oil on canvas
220 × 340 cm

Shoreline, 2011-2012
oil on canvas
140 × 200 cm
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Sinking Line, 2009
acrylic on paper (series of 16 paintings)
20,5 × 29,5 cm - 110,7 × 250 cm

Installation view ainda não at Culturgest, Porto, Portugal, 2009
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Mountain Spirit, 2007
oil on canvas
145 × 300 cm
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Miracle Search, 2006
oil on canvas
145 × 210 cm

Au naturel, 2006
oil on canvas
190 × 270 cm
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Miniature for Miniaturists, 2007
acrylic on paper
151,5 × 210 cm

Miniature for Miniaturists, 2007
detail
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Rocket Man Statue, 2007
plywood and statue man (hãToino de Lírio) 
202 × 250 × 250 cm

Rocket Man, 2006
acrylic on paper
76 × 56 cm
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Climbing Up the Wall, 2006
acrylic on canvas, PVC, iron
variable dimensions

Trophies, 2006
plastic containers, paint 
variable dimensions
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Ballon Man, 2006
oil on canvas
180 × 144 cm
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Balloons, 2006
acrylic on paper
135 × 153 cm
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Happy Hour Brunch, 2006
oil on canvas
156 × 270 cm
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